Thirty-six years ago two friends teamed together, and using the same aircraft construction methods with which they were already familiar, they began the assembly of their first Silver Streak Travel Trailer. Since that time, Silver Streak has enjoyed a consistent reputation for uncompromising quality, and Silver Streak owners overwhelmingly praise their travel trailers as the finest in the world.

In that same tradition of excellence we proudly present our newest creation, the Sterling, by Silver Streak. From the windswept exterior lines to the bright colors of its living areas, Sterling combines the excitement of the 1980s with unexcelled value.

Sterling is everything a Silver Streak should be, and yet remains as individual as its master. Every Sterling is crafted in the patient manner of all Silver Streaks. The handling characteristics of a Sterling are as superb as its appearance indicates, its presence behind a tow vehicle is both professional and predictable. If you have never towed a Silver Streak before, the Sterling will instantly win your admiration.

If you are the type of discriminating individual who is unwilling to compromise on matters of personal taste and lasting value, we invite you to request an appointment for a private showing of a Sterling from one of our Silver Streak dealers at your earliest convenience.